PASSPORT ALPHA

Point of Sale
Full Retail C-Store
Management Solution
Flexible
User-friendly
Ultimate control
Touch-Screen

Forecourt and C-store automation

Passport Alpha | C-Store Point of Sale

The Passport Alpha C-Store Point of Sale System is a
highly flexible point-of-sale software solution,
allowing the station operator to fully control the site,
sell items, accept any payment means, redeem
loyalty cards, and more, supporting an entire array of
C-store activities including restaurant and fast food
service, bill payment and loyalty card issuing.
Fuel sales from the store
C-store dry product sales
Shift & employee management
Loyalty issuing, acceptance, and redemption
Customizable payment and cash management
A gastronomy module with combo management and kitchen printer

Simplicity and
control, increasing
your C-Store traffic
The Passport Alpha POS has an easy-to-use
user interface for both wet and dry stock
sales, and is highly intuitive requiring minimal
cashier training. The system is hardwareindependent, and can run on any standard
industry touch-screen cash register and
interfaces with industry-standard peripherals
including barcode readers, scales, cash
drawers, and customer displays.

Advanced touchscreen functionality

The Passport Alpha POS is a user-friendly
and advanced touch screen point of
sale system, and is fully configurable to
suit diverse customers’ needs.

Passport Alpha | C-Store Point of Sale

Benefits
Maximize your
C-Store profit
Flexible
Highly flexible system for managing
the station and C-store. Supports a full
array of C-store activities, such as
restaurant & fast food service, bill pay
and loyalty card issuance.

User-Friendly
Optimal user interface for both wet
and dry stock sales, is highly intuitive
and requires minimal cashier training
time. Supports touch screens, multilevel hot keys and interfaces with
payments terminals and gateways.

Full Control
Allows the station operator to fully
control the site, sell items, accept any
payment means, redeem loyalty
cards and more. Fully scalable and
configurable, multiple POS systems
can be installed in the same service
station.

Passport Alpha POS Modules
User Friendly. Ultimate Control

Pump Area

→ Manage all pumps,
pump number and
the status of each
pump
→ Connection status
indicators
→ Lock/unlock
pumps toggle
button

Sales Area

Number Keypad
Hot Buttons Menu
Mode of Payment
Transaction Panel
Common Menu
Icons
→ Item Search
→ Additional
Functions Menu
→
→
→
→
→

Cashier

→ Various cashier
operations
→ Shift management
→ Sales Transactions
→ Checking Prices
→ Close Day function

Payment

→
→
→
→
→

Fuel
Non-Fuel
Loyalty Cards
RFID (AVI)
Manage rules

Fiscal Printer

→ Efficient
management
controls in areas of
sales analysis and
stock control
→ Conforms to the
requirements
specified by the law

Passport Alpha POS
Your gateway to
C-Store control.
Automate your forecourt.
Find out how your forecourt could benefit
from forecourt automation solutions.
Email: GVR-mea-enquiries@gilbarco.com
www.gilbarco.com/mea

